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In Balkans folklore, a dhampir (sometimes spelled dhampyre, dhamphir, or dhampyr) is a creature that is the
result of a union between a vampire and a human.This union was usually between male vampires and female
humans, with stories of female vampires mating with male humans being rare.
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Design "Vampire" monsters typically resemble pale-skinned humanoids with irregularly colored hair (white,
green, etc.) in mostly aristocratic clothing resembling that of the 18th to 19th century, evocative of the
common depiction as the mythological undead creature of Europe, and with them being tied in infamous
legend to tyrannical and corrupt nobility.
Vampire | Yu-Gi-Oh! | FANDOM powered by Wikia
This article may rely excessively on sources too closely associated with the subject, potentially preventing the
article from being verifiable and neutral. Please help improve it by replacing them with more appropriate
citations to reliable, independent, third-party sources. (July 2012) (Learn how and when to remove this
template message)
List of Vampire Academy characters - Wikipedia
A Stricken World Shadows over Vathak blends the Otherworldly, Cosmic Horror themes of New England's
Lovecraft, the Macabre Mysteries of Poe, and the sensibilities of Victorian, Gothic Horror Adventure into an
original fantasy setting for the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game.
Shadows over Vathak: Player's Guide to Vathak: Ricky S
Early Reviewers: Free advance copies of books. You are either not logged in, or not signed up for the Early
Reviewers/Member Giveaway program. To sign up, click here. If you are a publisher interested in
participating in Early Reviewers, click here.
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PrÃ©sentation gÃ©nÃ©rale. Clarissa Â« Clary Â» Fray, 16 ans, est une jeune adolescente qui vit Ã
Brooklyn.Lors d'une soirÃ©e dans un club New-Yorkais, le PandÃ©monium, elle assiste Ã un spectacle
effrayant et plusieurs personnes vÃªtues de noir qu'elle seule peut apercevoir.
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